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CHILD GUIDANCE CENTRE, 
‘SOCIAL CARE’ AND 

ECONOMIC CONSCRIPTION 
IN JAPAN

UPR Info Pre-sessions

Fujio MIZUOKA, Ph. D.
The Concerned Japanese Citizens for the 
Rights of the Child to Eradicate Child 
Guidance Centre Sufferings (JCREC)

Domestic Legal Provisions to 
Remove Children from Their Families

 Article 33 of the Child Welfare Act allows the 
child guidance centre the catch-as-catch-can 
removal of child from a family. Significant human 
rights infringements have ensued.

 Article 28 of the Child Welfare Act allows the 
child guidance centre to file a plea to family court. 
Once the plea is upheld, the child will be 
transferred to an alternative care facility (ACF) 
against the will of the parents. Many children have 
suffered from institutional abuse at ACF.

 Article 817-2 to 11 of Civil Code allows the 
child guidance centre to transfer children thus 
removed for adoption for money with the child’s 
biological birth record erased from the family 
register.
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Past UN Recommendations 
on the Issue/ 1. CRC

 UN recommendation made by the Committee on 
the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) in 2019:

28(c) There is allegedly a strong financial incentive 
for child guidance centres to receive more children.

29(a) Introduce a mandatory judicial review for 
determining whether a child should be removed 
from the family, set up clear criteria for removal of 
the child and ensure that children are separated from 
their parents as a measure of last resort only, when it 
is necessary for their protection and in their best 
interests, after hearing the child and its parents.

Past UN Recommendations 
on the Issue/ 2. CCPR

 UN recommendation made by the Human Rights 
Committee in 2022:

45(b) Amend the legislation to establish clear criteria for removal of a 
child from the family and introduce a mandatory judicial review for all 
cases to determine whether that is warranted, ensuring that children are 
separated from their parents as a measure of last resort only, when it is 
necessary for their protection and in their best interests, after hearing the 
child and the parents

47 In accordance with rule 75, paragraph 1, of the Committee’s rules of 
procedure, the State party is requested to provide, by 4 November 
2025, information on the implementation of the recommendations
made by the Committee in paragraphs … 45 (Rights of the child) above.

 Japan is asked to implement the UNCRC Urgent 
Recommendation 29(a) within three years. 
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Current Situation in Japan

 Japanese Government will introduce 
‘temporary custody warrant’ issued by court; 
it is far from fulfilling the conditions of judicial 
review set by the UNCRC 2019 urgent 
recommendation 29(a),as Paras. 45 & 46 of 
the UNCCPR 2022 recommendation suggest.

 The Government Child and Family Agency
(to be established in April 2023) will increase 
the number of child guidance centres by 10 
times.

Judiciary is a Mere Appendage of 
the Child Guidance Centre

upheld
79%

dismissal
4%

withdrawal
17%

ARTICLE 28: judicial review 
in transferring children to 

alternative care facility 
(2021)

upheld
84%

dismissal
1%

withdrawal
15%

ARTICLE 33: judicial review 
in extending the temporary 
custody beyond initial two 

months (2021)
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WHY IS THE JAPANESE 
GOVERNMENT SO 
AVARICIOUS WHEN IT 
COMES TO REMOVING 
CHILDREN FROM THEIR 
FAMILIES AND PUTTING 
THEM UNDER THE STATE 
CONTROL?

‘Strong Financial Incentive’

 The Government keeps paying ca JPY350 to 400 
thousand/month/child to child guidance centres as 
‘unit custody allowance’ and to alternative care 
facilities  as ‘involuntary admission allowance’ 
(sochi-hi) to run their business, thereby 
maintaining their vested interests.

 The annual budget of CGC is allocated based on 
the unit custody allowance multiplied by the 
anticipated number of children to be removed 
from family for that fiscal year (=‘abduction 
quota’)
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82% of the Budget for ‘Child Abuse Prevention 
Measures’ Goes to the Detainment of Children 

others
0%

for medical 
treatment of 
the detained 

children
3%

for prevention of 
child abuse and 

domestic 
violence

15%

for detention 
of children in 

alternative 
care facilities, 

etc
82%

Total budget in FY2022: JPY 160.7 billion

University Enrolment Rates

54.9

17.8
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Japanese Families in General

'Social Care' (ACF) Leavers

COMPARISON IN % OF THE TOTAL (2020-21)
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Alternative Care Leavers Have No Future, 
and Are Prone to Go Homeless

 ‘once they leave the alternative care, 
system leaves them prone to 
homelessness, low-paying work, little 
opportunity for higher education…’

(WITHOUT DREAMS: Children in Alternative Care in Japan,  
Human Rights Watch, 2014, p.13)

 An ACF leaver: ‘I have no hope in my 
future; thus, I’m thinking of committing 
suicide before 40.’

 Poverty is artificially created in this 
system of state appropriation of the child. 

Economic Conscription
 ‘Economic 

conscription is the 
mechanisms for 
recruitment of personnel 
for the armed forces 
through the use of 
[poverty]….’ (Wikipedia)

 In Japan, those young 
people who are unable 
to repay student loan 
were reported to have 
been brought into the 
economic conscription.

‘Economic conscription’ to those 
in poverty? Tokyo Shimbun 3 Sept 
2014
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Many Unfilled Positions in Japanese 
Self-defence (Armed) Force Soldiers

lifetime 
appointment

44%

appointment 
with fixed 

terms
37%

vacancy
19%

TOTAL NUMBER OF SOLDIER POSITIONS:  
55,669 IN 2021

Self-defense (armed) Force Recruiters Visit 
an Alternative Care Facility (ACF)


She is
absorbingly 
interested in 
the military 
jeep.

A boy  
leaving this 
ACF this 
year will join  
the  armed 
forces.    


https://www.wago.or.jp/publics/index/7/detail=1/b_id=43/r_id=873/
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It’s Legal! -- Child Trafficking in the
Name of ‘Special Adoption’

The ‘Child and Family Agency’ of 
Japanese Government

 To be established in April 2023.
 The ruling LDP plans to increase the 

nefarious child guidance centres (with 
name changes) and their personnel by 
10 TIMES!!
More children are brought into ‘social 

care’!
Larger pool for economic conscription 

and child trafficking.
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Suggested Recommendations 

 This bizarre system of state appropriation of the 
Child MUST BE STOPPED immediately.  

 To achieve this: 
1. Honestly and thoroughly abide by all the UNCRC 

and CCPR recommendations in this regard.
2. Eradicate and dismantle the current human-right 

depriving system consisting of child guidance 
centre and ‘social care’ altogether.

3. Repeal Articles 28 （involuntary placement of a 
child to ACF） and 33 (temporary custody at 
arbitrary discretion of CGC) of the Child Welfare 
Act and Articles 817-2 to 11 of Civil Code ( 
‘special adoption’ )
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